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(54) Image processing apparatus

(57) An image processing apparatus includes a plu-
rality of dividers which fetch an original image in which a
plurality of original pixels, each of which has any one of
R, G, and B, are arrayed in a Bayer manner. A first color
separating system and a second color separating system
perform a color interpolating process on the fetched orig-
inal image so as to create an interpolated image formed
by a plurality of interpolated pixels, each of which has
two colors. A first zoom system and a second zoom sys-
tem perform a zoom process on the interpolated image
created by the first color separating system and the sec-
ond color separating system so as to create a zoom im-
age in which a plurality of zoom pixels, each of which has
any one of R, G, and B, are arrayed in a Bayer manner.
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Description

CROSS REFERENCE OF RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] The disclosure of Japanese Patent Application
No. 2009-10339, which was filed on January 20, 2009,
is incorporated herein by reference.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0002] The present invention relates to an image
processing apparatus. More particularly, the present in-
vention relates to an image processing apparatus which
creates a zoom image having a desired zoom magnifi-
cation based on an original image in which a plurality of
pixels, each of which has any one of a plurality of colors,
are arrayed in a predetermined manner.

Description of the Related Art

[0003] According to one example of this type of appa-
ratus, a scaling parameter corresponding to an electronic
zoom magnification instructed by a zoom key is set to a
RAW data-use scaling circuit The RAW data-use scaling
circuit performs a scaling process (zoom process) that
is with reference to the scaling parameter, on RAW data
outputted from an A/D converter. The RAW data on which
the scaling process is performed is recorded on a record-
ing medium in a compressed state.
[0004] However, the data on which the scaling process
is performed is the RAW data, and thus, each of a plurality
of pixels has only any one of color information, i.e., R
(Red), G(Green), and B(Blue). Moreover, the RAW data
corresponds to a Bayer array of primary colors, and thus,
colors of the adjacent two pixels differ from each other
both in a vertical direction and a horizontal direction. Fur-
thermore, the scaling process is a process for weighting
the color information of such pixels and adding the re-
sults. Therefore, in the above-described apparatus, it is
probable that the quality of the RAW data on which the
scaling process is performed is deteriorated.
[0005] Therefore, a primary object of the present in-
vention is to provide an image processing apparatus ca-
pable of improving the quality of an image on which a
zoom process is performed.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] An image processing apparatus according to
the present invention, comprises: a fetcher which fetches
an original image in which a plurality of original pixels,
each of which has any one of M (M: an integer of 3 or
more) colors, are arrayed in a predetermined manner,
an interpolated image creator which performs a color in-
terpolating process on the original image fetched by the
fetcher so as to create an interpolated image formed by

a plurality of interpolated pixels, each of which has N (N:
an integer of 2 or more and less than the M) colors; and
a zoom image creator which performs a zoom process
on the interpolated image created by the interpolated im-
age creator so as to create a zoom image in which a
plurality of zoom pixels, each of which has any one of
the M colors, are arrayed in the predetermined manner.
[0007] The fetcher fetches original image in which a
plurality of original pixels, each of which has any one of
M (M: an integer of 3 or more) colors, are arrayed in a
predetermined manner. The interpolated image creator
performs a color interpolating process on the original im-
age fetched by the fetcher so as to create an interpolated
image formed by a plurality of interpolated pixels, each
of which has N (N: an integer of 2 or more and less than
the M) colors. The zoom image creator performs a zoom
process on the interpolated image created by the inter-
polated image creator so as to create a zoom image in
which a plurality of zoom pixels, each of which has any
one of the M colors, are arrayed in the predetermined
manner.
[0008] Because the interpolated image is created by
the color interpolating process for the original image, the
interpolated image has more color information than the
original image. The zoom image is created by the zoom
process for such an interpolated image. Thereby, the
quality of the zoom image is improved
[0009] Moreover, the zoom image has the same color
array as that of the original image, and each pixel forming
the interpolated image has one portion of the colors. The
interpolated image is created by the color interpolating
process for the original image, and the zoom image is
created by the zoom process for the interpolated image.
Thereby, it becomes possible to inhibit a circuit scale.
[0010] Preferably, an array of the predetermined man-
ner includes a first partial array to which a first original
pixel column intermittently having original pixels of a first
color and a second pixel column intermittently having
original pixels of a second color are allocated in a pre-
determined order, and the interpolated pixel creator in-
cludes a first interpolated-image creator which creates a
first interpolated image to which a first interpolated-pixel
column continuously having interpolated pixels of the first
color and a second interpolated-pixel column continu-
ously having interpolated pixels of the second color are
allocated in the predetermined order, based on the orig-
inal pixels of the first color and the original pixels of the
second color.
[0011] In a certain aspect, the zoom image creator in-
cludes a first zoom-image creator which creates a first
zoom image having the first partial array based on the
first interpolated image created by the first interpolated-
image creator.
[0012] In other aspect, the array of the predetermined
manner includes a second partial array intermittently hav-
ing original pixels of a third color in a column direction
and a row direction, and the interpolated image creator
further includes a second interpolated-image creator
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which creates a second interpolated image to which the
interpolated pixels of the third color are continuously al-
located in the column direction and the row direction,
based on the original pixels of the third color.
[0013] In a certain embodiment, the zoom image cre-
ator includes a second zoom-image creator which cre-
ates a second zoom image having the second partial
array based on the second interpolated image created
by the second interpolated-image creator.
[0014] In another aspect, each of the first original pixel
column and the second original pixel column is equivalent
to a column extending in a vertical direction, the fetcher
simultaneously fetches P (P: an integer of 2 or more)
original pixels continued in a horizontal direction, and the
zoom image creator includes a horizontal zoom proces-
sor which performs a horizontal zoom process in a par-
allel manner, on the P interpolated pixels continued in
the horizontal direction.
[0015] Preferably, further comprised is an imager
which has an imaging surface capturing an object scene
and which repeatedly outputs the original image.
[0016] Preferably, the M colors are equivalent to three
primary colors, and the array of the predetermined man-
ner is equivalent to a Bayer array.
[0017] Preferably, further comprised is a convertor
which converts the zoom image created by the zoom
image creator, into an image in which each pixel has all
the M colors.
[0018] The above described features and advantages
of the present invention will become more apparent from
the following detailed description of the embodiment
when taken in conjunction with the accompanying draw-
ings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0019]

Figure 1 is a block diagram showing a configuration
of one embodiment of the present invention;
Figure 2 is a block diagram showing one example of
a configuration of a color filter applied to the embod-
iment in Figure 1;
Figure 3(A) is an illustrative view showing one ex-
ample of a resolution of an image outputted from an
image sensor;
Figure 3(B) is an illustrative view showing one ex-
ample of a resolution of an EIS/AF evaluation image;
Figure 3(C) is an illustrative view showing one ex-
ample of a resolution of an AE/AWB evaluation im-
age;
Figure 4 is a graph showing one example of a rela-
tionship between a magnification set for a zoom
process and a magnification of a displayed image;
Figure 5 is a block diagram showing one example of
a configuration of an image sensor applied to the
embodiment in Figure 1;
Figure 6 is a block diagram showing one example of

a configuration of a pre-processing circuit applied to
the embodiment in Figure 1;
Figure 7 is a block diagram showing one example of
a configuration of a zoom circuit applied to the em-
bodiment in Figure 6;
Figure 8(A) is an illustrative view showing one ex-
ample of a cutting-out pattern for an input pixel;
Figure 8(B) is an illustrative view showing another
example of the cutting-out pattern for an input pixel;
Figure 8(C) is an illustrative view showing still anoth-
er example of the cutting-out pattern for an input pix-
el;
Figure 8(D) is an illustrative view showing yet still
another example of the cutting-out pattern for an in-
put pixel;
Figure 8(E) is an illustrative view showing one ex-
ample of a color separating process for a G pixel;
Figure 8(F) is an illustrative view showing another
example of the color separating process for a G pixel;
Figure 8(G) is an illustrative view showing still an-
other example of the color separating process for a
G pixel;
Figure 8(H) is an illustrative view showing yet still
another example of the color separating process for
a G pixel;
Figure 8(I) is an illustrative view showing one exam-
ple of an interpolated G pixel created by a color sep-
aration;
Figure 8(J) is an illustrative view showing another
example of the interpolated G pixel created by a color
separation;
Figure 8(K) is an illustrative view showing still anoth-
er example of the interpolated G pixel created by a
color separation;
Figure 8(L) is an illustrative view showing yet still
another example of the interpolated G pixel created
by a color separation;
Figure 9(A) is an illustrative view showing one ex-
ample of a cutting-out pattern for an input pixel;
Figure 9(B) is an illustrative view showing another
example of a cutting-out pattern for an input pixel;
Figure 9(C) is an illustrative view showing still anoth-
er example of the cutting-out pattern for an input pix-
el;
Figure 9(D) is an illustrative view showing yet still
another example of the cutting-out pattern for an in-
put pixel;
Figure 9(E) is an illustrative view showing one ex-
ample of a color separating process for a G pixel;
Figure 9(F) is an illustrative view showing another
example of the color separating process for a G pixel;
Figure 9(G) is an illustrative view showing still an-
other example of the color separating process for a
G pixel;
Figure 9(H) is an illustrative view showing yet still
another example of the color separating process for
a G pixel;
Figure 9(I) is an illustrative view showing one exam-
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ple of an interpolated G pixel created by a color sep-
aration;
Figure 9(J) is an illustrative view showing another
example of the interpolated G pixel created by a color
separation;
Figure 9(K) is an illustrative view showing still anoth-
er example of the interpolated G pixel created by a
color separation;
Figure 9(L) is an illustrative view showing yet still
another example of the interpolated G pixel created
by a color separation;
Figure 10(A) is an illustrative view showing one por-
tion of the interpolated G pixel;
Figure 10(B) is an illustrative view showing one por-
tion of an H zoom G pixel;
Figure 10(C) is an illustrative view showing one por-
tion of an HV zoom G pixel corresponding to chan-
nels CH1 and CH2;
Figure 10(D) is an illustrative view showing one por-
tion of an HV zoom G pixel corresponding to chan-
nels CH3 and CH4;
Figure 11(A) is an illustrative view showing one ex-
ample of a cutting-out pattern for an input pixel;
Figure 11(B) is an illustrative view showing another
example of the cutting-out pattern for an input pixel;
Figure 11(C) is an illustrative view showing still an-
other example of the cutting-out pattern for an input
pixel;
Figure 11(D) is an illustrative view showing yet still
another example of the cutting-out pattern for an in-
put pixel;
Figure 11(E) is an illustrative view showing one ex-
ample of a color separating process for an R pixel;
Figure 11(F) is an illustrative view showing another
example of the color separating process for a B pixel;
Figure 11(G) is an illustrative view showing another
example of a color separating process for an R pixel;
Figure 11(H) is an illustrative view showing another
example of a color separating process for a B pixel;
Figure 11(I) is an illustrative view showing one ex-
ample of an interpolated R pixel created by a color
separation;
Figure 11(J) is an illustrative view showing one ex-
ample of an interpolated B pixel created by a color
separation;
Figure 11(K) is an illustrative view showing another
example of the interpolated R pixel created by a color
separation;
Figure 11(L) is an illustrative view showing another
example of the interpolated B pixel created by a color
separation;
Figure 12(A) is an illustrative view showing one ex-
ample of a cutting-out pattern for an input pixel;
Figure 12(B) is an illustrative view showing another
example of the cutting-out pattern for an input pixel;
Figure 12(C) is an illustrative view showing still an-
other example of the cutting-out pattern for an input
pixel;

Figure 12(D) is an illustrative view showing yet still
another example of the cutting-out pattern for an in-
put pixel;
Figure 12(E) is an illustrative view showing one ex-
ample of the color separating process for an R pixel;
Figure 12(F) is an illustrative view showing one ex-
ample of the color separating process for a B pixel;
Figure 12(G) is an illustrative view showing another
example of the color separating process for an R
pixel;
Figure 12(H) is an illustrative view showing another
example of the color separating process for a B pixel;
Figure 12(I) is an illustrative view showing one ex-
ample of an interpolated R pixel created by a color
separation;
Figure 12(J) is an illustrative view showing one ex-
ample of an interpolated B pixel created by a color
separation;
Figure 12(K) is an illustrative view showing another
example of the interpolated R pixel created by a color
separation;
Figure 12(L) is an illustrative view showing another
example of the interpolated B pixel created by a color
separation;
Figure 13(A) is an illustrative view showing one por-
tion of an interpolated R pixel and an interpolated B
pixel;
Figure 13(B) is an illustrative view showing another
portion of the interpolated R pixel and the interpolat-
ed B pixel;
Figure 13(C) is an illustrative view showing one por-
tion of an H zoom R pixel and an H zoom B pixel;
Figure 13(D) is an illustrative view showing another
portion of the H zoom R pixel and the H zoom B pixel;
Figure 14(A) is an illustrative view showing one por-
tion of an HV zoom R pixel and an HV zoom B pixel
corresponding to channels CH1 and CH2;
Figure 14(B) is an illustrative view showing one por-
tion of an HV zoom R pixel and an HV zoom B pixel
corresponding to channels CH3 and CH4;
Figure 15(A) is an illustrative view showing one por-
tion of an HV zoom G pixel corresponding to the
channels CH1 to CH4;
Figure 15(B) is an illustrative view showing one por-
tion of an HV zoom R pixel and an HV zoom B pixel
corresponding to the channels CH1 to CH4; and
Figure 15(C) is an illustrative view showing one por-
tion of RAW data on which a zoom process is per-
formed.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENT

[0020] With reference to Figure 1, a digital camera 10
according to this embodiment includes a zoom lens 12,
a focus lens 14, and an aperture unit 16 respectively driv-
en by drivers 20a, 20b, and 20c. An optical image of an
object scene is irradiated onto an imaging surface of a
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CMOS-type image sensor 18 through these members.
The imaging surface is provided with an effective pixel
area equivalent to horizontal 3072 pixels�vertical 1728
pixels, and is covered with a color filter 18f in a Bayer
array of primary colors shown in Figure 2. Electric charg-
es produced in each pixel have any one of color informa-
tion, i.e., R (Red), G (Green), and B (Blue).
[0021] When a power supply is inputted, a CPU 36
applies a corresponding command to a driver 20d in order
to execute a through-image process. The driver 20d ex-
poses the imaging surface in response to a vertical syn-
chronization signal Vsync generated for each 1/30 sec-
onds from an SG (Signal Generator) 22, and reads out
the electric charges produced thereby from the imaging
surface. The image sensor 18 has four channels CH1 to
CH4, and raw image data (original image data) based on
the read-out electric charges are outputted dispersively
(in a parallel manner) from the channels CH1 to CH4.
[0022] The outputted raw image data has a resolution
of horizontal 3072 pixels � vertical 1728 pixels, as shown
in Figure 3(A). Moreover, as is seen from Figure 2, the
raw image data to be outputted has G pixels and B pixels
alternately placed in horizontal lines at odd numbers, and
has R pixels and G pixels alternately placed in horizontal
lines at even numbers.
[0023] A pre processing circuit 24 respectively per-
forms a parallel pre-process of four systems on the 4-
channel raw image data outputted from the image sensor
18. The pre process of each system is configured by a
noise removal, a reduction zoom, and an edge adjust-
ment, and the raw image data (zoom image data) that
has undergone such a pre-process is written into a raw
image area 42a of an SDRAM 42 through a memory con-
trol circuit 40.
[0024] It is noted that the reduction zoom in the pro-
processing circuit 24 is executed by a zoom circuit 24z.
Below, the reduction zoom executed by the zoom circuit
24z is defined as "RAW zoom".
[0025] The raw image data (resolution: horizontal 3072
pixels � vertical 1728 pixels) from which the noise is
removed by the pre-processing circuit 24 is also applied
to evaluation-image creating circuits 26 and 28. The eval-
uation-image creating circuit 26 performs a process for
adding vertical two pixels each other to the applied raw
image data and a process for adding horizontal two pixels
each other to the same so as to create EIS/AF evaluation
image data. On the other hand, the evaluation-image cre-
ating circuit 28 performs a process for adding horizontal
four pixels each other to the applied raw image data so
as to create AE/AWB evaluation image data.
[0026] The EIS/AF evaluation image data has a reso-
lution of horizontal 1536 pixels � vertical 864 pixels, as
shown in Figure 3(B). The AE/AWB evaluation image
data has a resolution of horizontal 768 pixels � vertical
1728 pixels, as shown in Figure 3(C). The EIS/AF eval-
uation image data is applied to a motion detecting circuit
30 and an AF evaluating circuit 32, and the AE/AWB eval-
uation image data is applied to an AE/AWB evaluating

circuit 34.
[0027] With reference to Figure 3(A) and Figure 3(B),
one extraction area EX and nine motion detection areas
MD1 to MD9 are allocated to the imaging surface. The
extraction area EX has a size equivalent to horizontal
1920 pixels � vertical 1080 pixels. Furthermore, the mo-
tion detection areas MD 1 to MD3 are lined up in a hor-
izontal direction at an upper level of the imaging surface,
the motion detection areas MD4 to MD6 are lined up in
a horizontal direction at a middle level of the imaging
surface, and the motion detection areas MD7 to MD9 are
lined up in a horizontal direction at a lower level of the
imaging surface.
[0028] The motion detecting circuit 30 detects a partial
motion vector representing motion of the object scene in
each of the motion detection areas MD 1 to MD9 based
on the EIS/AF evaluation image data, and combines to-
gether the detected partial motion vectors so as to create
a total motion vector. Both the process for detecting the
partial motion vectors and the process for creating the
total motion vector are executed at each generation of
the vertical synchronization signal Vsync.
[0029] Based on the total motion vector outputted from
the motion detecting circuit 30, the CPU 36 determines
which one of two factors, i.e., a camera shake and a pan/
tilt operation, causes the motion of the imaging surface
in a direction orthogonal to an optical axis. When the
motion of the imaging surface is caused due to the cam-
era shake, the CPU 36 moves the extraction area EX
along the total motion vector. A position of the extraction
area EX is changed so that the motion of the imaging
surface caused due to the camera shake is compensated
(offset). It is noted that a focus area FA and a photometric/
white balance area EWA described later are moved along
with the movement of the extraction area EX.
[0030] A post-processing circuit 44 reads out the par-
tial raw image data belonging to the extraction area EX,
out of the raw image data accommodated in the raw im-
age area 42a, through the memory control circuit 40, and
performs post-processes, such as a color separation, a
white balance adjustment, a YUV conversion, and an en-
largement zoom, on the read-out partial raw image data.
The partial raw image data is read out from the raw image
area 42a in response to the vertical synchronization sig-
nal Vsync, and the post-process is executed also in re-
sponse to the vertical synchronization signal Vsync. The
thus-produced image data of a YUV format is outputted
from a moving-image output terminal M_OUT, and writ-
ten into a moving image area 42b of the SDRAM 42
through the memory control circuit 40.
[0031] It is noted that each of a plurality of pixels form-
ing the image data on which the color separating process
is performed in the post-processing circuit 44 has all color
information of R, G, and B. The format of such image
data is converted to a YUV format by the YUV conversion,
and the enlargement zoom is further performed thereon.
In addition, the enlargement zoom in the post-processing
circuit 44 is executed by a zoom circuit 44z. Below, the
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enlargement zoom executed by the post-processing cir-
cuit 44 is defined as "YUV zoom".
[0032] An LCD driver 46 repeatedly reads out the im-
age data accommodated in the moving image area 42b,
and drives an LCD monitor 48 based on the read-out
image data. As a result, a real-time moving image
(through image) representing the object scene is dis-
played on a monitor screen.
[0033] The AE/AWB evaluating circuit 34 integrates
one portion of the AE/AWB evaluation image data be-
longing to a photometric/white balance area EWA shown
in Figure 3(C), out of the AE/AWB evaluation image data
outputted from the evaluation-image creating circuit 28,
at each generation of the vertical synchronization signal
Vsync, and outputs an integral value, i.e., an AE/AWB
evaluation value. The CPU 36 executes an AE/AWB
process in order to calculate an appropriate EV value
and an appropriate white balance adjustment gain based
on the AE/AWB evaluation value outputted from the
AE/AWB evaluating circuit 34. An aperture amount and
an exposure time period that define the calculated ap-
propriate EV value are set to the drivers 20c and 20d,
respectively, and the calculated appropriate white bal-
ance adjustment gain is set to the post-processing circuit
44. As a result, a brightness and a white balance of the
moving image outputted from the LCD monitor 48 are
moderately adjusted
[0034] The AF evaluating circuit 32 extracts one por-
tion of the EIS/AF evaluation image data belonging to
the focus area FA shown in Figure 3(B), out of the EIS/AF
evaluation image data outputted from the evaluation-im-
age creating circuit 26, and integrates a high-frequency
component of the extracted EIS/AF evaluation image da-
ta in response to the vertical synchronization signal
Vsync. The calculated integral value, i.e., the AF evalu-
ation value, is applied to the CPU 36 for a continuous AF
process. The CPU 36 refers to the applied AF evaluation
value so as to continually search a focal point by a so-
called hill-climbing process. The focus lens 14 is placed
at the discovered focal point.
[0035] When a zoom button 38z on a key input device
38 is manipulated, the CPU 36 sets, as a target display
magnification, a display magnification different from that
at a current time point by a predetermined amount
(=minute amount) in a desired direction, and with refer-
ence to a graph shown in Figure 4, calculates an optical
zoom magnification, a RAW zoom magnification, and a
YUV zoom magnification, corresponding to the set target
display magnification. It is noted that data equivalent to
values in the graph shown in Figure 4 are saved in a flash
memory 54 as graph data GRD.
[0036] According to Figure 4, the optical zoom magni-
fication indicates "1.0" when the zoom lens 12 is posi-
tioned at a wide end, and indicates "10.0" when the zoom
lens 12 is positioned at a tele end Furthermore, the optical
zoom magnification increases linearly as the zoom lens
12 moves from the wide end to the tele end, and is main-
tained at "10.0" in a range that the display magnification

exceeds "16". The YUV zoom magnification is main-
tained at "1.0" in a range that the display magnification
is equal to or less than "16", and increases linearly up to
"10.0" in a range that the display magnification exceeds
"16".
[0037] The RAW zoom magnification indicates "0.625"
corresponding to the display magnification=1.0 (zoom
lens 12=wide end), and indicates "1.0" corresponding to
the display magnification=16 (zoom lens 12=tele end).
Furthermore, the RAW zoom magnification increases lin-
early as the display magnification moves from "1.0" to-
ward "16", and is maintained at "1.0" in a range that the
display magnification exceeds "16".
[0038] Subsequent thereto, the CPU 36 sets the cal-
culated optical zoom magnification, RAW zoom magni-
fication, and YUV zoom magnification, to the driver 20a,
the zoom circuit 24z, and the zoom circuit 44z, respec-
tively, in order to execute the zoom process. Thereby,
the through image having the target display magnification
is outputted from the LCD monitor 48.
[0039] Thereafter, the CPU 36 changes settings of the
motion detection areas MD 1 to MD9, the focus area FA,
and the photometric/white balance area EWA so as to
be adapted to the RAW zoom magnification set to the
zoom circuit 24z. This improves the accuracy of the im-
age-stabilizing process, the continuous AF process, and
the AE/AWB process.
[0040] When a movie button 38m on the key input de-
vice 38 is manipulated, the CPU 36 applies a recording
start command to an I/F 50 in order to start a moving-
image recording process. The I/F 50 creates a moving
image file within a recording medium 52, cyclically reads
out the image data accommodated in the moving image
area 42b, and writes the read-out image data into the
moving image file within the recording medium 52. When
the movie button 38m is manipulated again, a recording
stop command is applied to the I/F 50. The I/F 50 ends
reading-out of the image data from the moving image
area 42b, and closes the moving image file of a write
destination. Thereby, the moving image file is completed.
[0041] When a shutter button 38s on the key input de-
vice 38 is manipulated while the moving-image recording
process is being executed, in order to execute a parallel-
still-image recording process, the CPU 36 applies a still-
image extracting command to the post-processing circuit
44 and also applies a still-image recording command to
the I/F 50. The post-processing circuit 44 outputs one
frame of image data representing an object scene image
obtained at a time point when the shutter button 38s is
manipulated, from a still-image output terminal S_OUT.
The outputted image data is written into the still image
area 42b of the SDRAM 42 through the memory control
circuit 40. The I/F 50 reads out the image data accom-
modated in a still image area 42c, through the memory
control circuit 40, and creates a still image file in which
the read-out image data is contained, within the recording
medium 52.
[0042] On the other hand, when the shutter button 38s
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is manipulated in a state where the moving-image re-
cording process is interrupted, in order to execute an
independent-still-image recording process, the CPU 36
sets the RAW zoom magnification and the YUV zoom
magnification (both indicating "1.0") to the zoom circuits
24z and 44z, and applies the still-image processing com-
mand and the still-image recording command to the pre-
processing circuit 24, the post-processing circuit 44, and
the I/F 50, respectively.
[0043] Thereby, one frame of raw image data having
a resolution of horizontal 3072 pixels � vertical 1728 pix-
els is outputted from the pre-processing circuit 24, and
written into the raw image area 42a of the SDRAM 42.
[0044] The post-processing circuit 44 reads out the raw
image data having the same resolution from the raw im-
age area 42a, and outputs YUV-fomatted image data that
is based on the read-out raw image data, from the still-
image output terminal S_OUT. The outputted image data
is written into the still image area 42c of the SDRAM 42
through the memory control circuit 40.
[0045] The I/F 50 reads out the image data accommo-
dated in the still image area 42c through the memory
control circuit 40, and creates a still image file in which
the read-out image data is contained, within the recording
medium 52. Upon completion of recording, the above-
mentioned through-image process is resumed
[0046] The image sensor 18 is configured as shown in
Figure 5. The electric charges representing the object
scene image are produced by a plurality of light-receiving
elements 56, 56, ..., placed in a matrix. Each of the light-
receiving elements 56 is equivalent to the above-de-
scribed pixel. Each of light-receiving elements 56, 56, ...,
lined up in a vertical direction is connected to a common
CDS circuit 62 via an A/D converter 58 and a row select-
ing switch 60. The electric charge produced in each light-
receiving element 56 is converted into 12-bit digital data
by the A/D converter 58. A vertical scanning circuit 66
executes an operation for turning on/off each of the row
selecting switches 60, 60, ..., for each pixel, in a raster
scanning manner. Noise included in the pixel data that
has undergone the row selecting switch 60 that is in a
turned-on state is removed by the CDS circuit 62.
[0047] A column selecting switch 641 is allocated to a
CDS circuit 62 in a (4N+1)th (N: 0,1, 2, 3, ...) column, a
column selecting switch 642 is allocated to a CDS circuit
62 in a (4N+2)th column, a column selecting switch 643
is allocated to a CDS circuit 62 in a (4N+3)th column,
and a column selecting switch 644 is allocated to a CDS
circuit 62 in a (4N+4)th column.
[0048] A horizontal scanning circuit 68 turns on the col-
umn selecting switch 641 at a timing at which the row
selecting switch 60 in a (4N+1)th column is turned on,
turns on the column selecting switch 642 at a timing at
which the row selecting switch 60 in a (4N+2)th column
is turned on, turns on the column selecting switch 643 at
a timing at which the row selecting switch 60 in a (4N+3)
th column is turned on, and turns on the column selecting
switch 644 at a timing at which the row selecting switch

60 in a (4N+4)th column is turned on.
[0049] As a result, the partial raw image data based
on the electric charge produced in the light-receiving el-
ement 56 in the (4N+1)th column is outputted from the
channel CH1, and the partial raw image data based on
the electric charge produced in the light-receiving ele-
ment 56 in the (4N+2)th column is outputted from the
channel CH2. Also, the partial raw image data based on
the electric charge produced in the light-receiving ele-
ment 56 in the (4N+3)th column is outputted from the
channel CH3, and the partial raw image data based on
the electric charge produced in the light-receiving ele-
ment 56 in the (4N+4)th column is outputted from the
channel CH4.
[0050] The pre-processing circuit 24 is configured as
shown in Figure 6. The partial raw image data of the
channel CH1 is applied to the zoom circuit 24z via an
LPF 24f1, and the partial raw image data of the channel
CH2 is applied to the zoom circuit 24z via an LPF 24f2.
Moreover, the partial raw image data of the channel CH3
is applied to the zoom circuit 24z via an LPF 24f3, and
the partial raw image data of the channel CH4 is applied
to the zoom circuit 24z via an LPF 24f4.
[0051] The partial raw image data of four channels out-
putted from the LPF24fl to 24f4 is also outputted toward
the evaluation-image creating circuits 26 and 28. Fur-
thermore, the zoom circuit 24z performs a reduction
zoom on the applied raw image data, i.e., the original
image data, and outputs the raw image data having a
reduced size, i.e., the zoom image data.
[0052] Out of the raw image data outputted from the
zoom circuit 24z, the partial raw image data correspond-
ing to the channel CH1 is applied to an edge adjusting
circuit 24e1, and the partial raw image data correspond-
ing to the channel CH2 is applied to an edge adjusting
circuit 24e2. Moreover, the partial raw image data corre-
sponding to the channel CH3 is applied to an edge ad-
justing circuit 24e3, and the partial raw image data cor-
responding to the channel CH4 is applied to an edge
adjusting circuit 24e4.
[0053] The raw image data on which the edge adjust-
ment is performed by the edge adjusting circuits 24e1 to
24e4 are later written into an SRAM 24m. A controller
24c issues a write request toward the memory control
circuit 40 each time an amount of data accommodated
in the SRAM 24m reaches a threshold value, and outputs
the raw image data of a predetermined amount toward
the memory control circuit 40 when an approval signal is
sent back from an issuance destination.
[0054] The zoom circuit 24z is configured as shown in
Figure 7. The raw image data of the channel CH1 is ap-
plied to a divider 70a, and the raw image data of the
channel CH2 is applied to a divider 70b. Moreover, the
raw image data of the channel CH3 is applied to a divider
70c, and the raw image data of the channel CH4 is applied
to a divider 70d.
[0055] Because the image sensor 18 is driven as de-
scribed above, the raw image data obtained via the chan-
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nel CH1 to channel CH4 have pixel patterns shown in
Figure 8(A) to Figure 8(D) and Figure 9(A) to Figure 9
(D). That is, each raw image data of the channels CH1
and CH3 has a B pixel corresponding to a horizontal line
at an odd number and a G pixel corresponding to a hor-
izontal line at an even number. Moreover, each raw im-
age data of the channels CH2 and CH4 has a G pixel
corresponding to a horizontal line at an odd number and
has an R pixel corresponding to a horizontal line at an
even number.
[0056] Each of the dividers 70a and 70c applies the G
pixel to a color separating circuit 74 and an SRAM
72configuring a color separating system CS2, and ap-
plies the B pixel to a selector 92 configuring a color sep-
arating system CS 1. Moreover, each of the dividers 70b
and 70d applies the G pixel to the color separating circuit
74 and the SRAM 72, and applies the R pixel to the se-
lector 92.
[0057] The color separating circuit 74 performs a line-
ar, color interpolating process on the two G pixels directly
inputted from the dividers 70a to 70d and the two G pixels
read out from the SRAM 72, or the four G pixels read out
from the SRAM 72, and outputs an interpolated G pixel
created thereby toward a horizontal zoom circuit 76 con-
figuring a zoom system VS2.
[0058] When a pixel pattern shown in Figure 8(A) is
noticed, out of eight G pixels shown in Figure 8(E), the
four G pixels surrounded by a bold line are subject to the
color interpolating process, and at a position shown in
Figure 8(I), the interpolated G pixel is created. When a
pixel pattern shown in Figure 8(B) is noticed, out of eight
G pixels shown in Figure 8(F), the four G pixels surround-
ed by a bold line are subject to the color interpolating
process, and at a position shown in Figure 8(J), the in-
terpolated G pixel is created.
[0059] Moreover, when a pixel pattern shown in Figure
8(C) is noticed, out of eight G pixels shown in Figure 8
(G), the four G pixels surrounded by a bold line are subject
to the color interpolating process, and at a position shown
in Figure 8(K), the interpolated G pixel is created. When
a pixel pattern shown in Figure 8(D) is noticed, out of
eight G pixels shown in Figure 8(H), the four G pixels
surrounded by a bold line are subject to the color inter-
polating process, and at a position shown in Figure 8(L),
the interpolated G pixel is created
[0060] When a pixel pattern shown in Figure 9(A) is
noticed, out of eight G pixels shown in Figure 9(E), the
four G pixels surrounded by a bold line is subject to the
color interpolating process, and at a position shown in
Figure 9(I), the interpolated G pixel is created. When a
pixel pattern shown in Figure 9(B) is noticed, out of eight
G pixels shown in Figure 9(F), the four G pixels surround-
ed by a bold line are subject to the color interpolating
process, and at a position shown in Figure 9(J), the in-
terpolated G pixel is created.
[0061] Furthermore, when a pixel pattern shown in Fig-
ure 9(C) is noticed, out of eight G pixels shown in Figure
9(G), the four G pixels surrounded by a bold line are

subject to the color interpolating process, and at a posi-
tion shown in Figure 9(K), the interpolated G pixel is cre-
ated When a pixel pattern shown in Figure 9(D) is noticed,
out of eight G pixels shown in Figure 9(H), the four G
pixels surrounded by a bold line are subject to the color
interpolating process, and at a position shown in Figure
9(L), the interpolated G pixel is created.
[0062] The horizontal zoom circuit 76 performs a hor-
izontal zoom process (linear interpolating process in a
horizontal direction) that is with reference to the RAW
zoom magnification set by the CPU 36, on the interpo-
lated G pixel continuously outputted from the color sep-
arating circuit 74, i.e., the interpolated image data having
the G color information. When the interpolated G pixel
on which the horizontal zoom process is performed is
defined as an "H zoom G pixel", if the set RAW zoom
magnification is 0.75 time, the H zoom G pixel is created
as shown in Figure 10(B) based on the interpolated G
pixel shown in Figure 10(A). The horizontal zoom circuit
76 executes the horizontal zoom process in four parallels
corresponding to the channels CH1 to CH4 on an output
side, and simultaneously outputs the four H zoom G pix-
els lined up in a horizontal direction.
[0063] The simultaneously outputted four H zoom G
pixels are applied to a divider 80. The divider 80 writes
the H zoom G pixels corresponding to the channels CH1
and CH3, into an SRAM 82a, and writes the H zoom G
pixels corresponding to the channels CH2 and CH4, into
an SRAM 82b.
[0064] When vertical zoom circuits 88a and 88b notice
the horizontal line at an even number, a selector 84 reads
out the three H zoom G pixels corresponding to the chan-
nel CH1 on the output side and the three H zoom G pixels
corresponding to the channel CH3 on the output side
from the SRAM 82a. Out of these, the three H zoom G
pixels corresponding to the channel CH1 undergo divid-
ers 86b to 86d to be inputted into the vertical zoom circuit
88a, and the three H zoom G pixels corresponding to the
channel CH3 undergo the dividers 86b to 86d to be in-
putted into the vertical zoom circuit 88b.
[0065] When the vertical zoom circuits 88a and 88b
notice the horizontal line at an odd number, the selector
84 furthermore reads out the three H zoom G pixels cor-
responding to the channel CH2 and the three H zoom G
pixels corresponding to the channel CH4, from the SRAM
82b. The three H zoom G pixels corresponding to the
channel CH2 undergo the dividers 86b to 86d to be in-
putted into the vertical zoom circuit 88a, and the three H
zoom G pixels corresponding to the channel CH4 under-
go the dividers 86b to 86d to be inputted into the vertical
zoom circuit 88b.
[0066] The four H zoom G pixels simultaneously out-
putted from the horizontal zoom circuit 76 are also applied
to a divider 86a When the vertical zoom circuits 88a and
88b notice the horizontal line at an even number, the
divider 86a inputs the one H zoom G pixel corresponding
to the channel CH1, into the vertical zoom circuit 88a,
and inputs the one H zoom G pixel corresponding to the
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channel CH3, into the vertical zoom circuit 88b. When
the vertical zoom circuits 88a and 88b notice the hori-
zontal line at an odd number, the divider 86a inputs the
one H zoom G pixel corresponding to the channel CH2,
into the vertical zoom circuit 88a, and inputs the one H
zoom G pixel corresponding to the channel CH4, into the
vertical zoom circuit 88b.
[0067] When the line to be noticed is the horizontal line
at an even number, the vertical zoom circuit 88a performs
a vertical zoom process (linear interpolating process in
a vertical direction) that is with reference to the RAW
zoom magnification set by the CPU 36, on the four H
zoom G pixels corresponding to the channel CH1 on the
output side. When the line to be noticed is the horizontal
line at an odd number, the vertical zoom circuit 88a further
performs a similar vertical zoom process, on the four H
zoom G pixels corresponding to the channel CH2 on the
output side. From the vertical zoom circuit 88a, the one
HV zoom G pixel based on the four H zoom G pixels that
are subject to the vertical zoom process is outputted.
[0068] When the line to be noticed is the horizontal line
at an even number, also the vertical zoom circuit 88b
performs the vertical zoom process that is with reference
to the RAW zoom magnification set by the CPU 36, on
the four H zoom G pixels corresponding to the channel
CH3 on the output side. When the line to be noticed is
the horizontal line at an odd number, the vertical zoom
circuit 88b further performs a similar vertical zoom proc-
ess, on the four H zoom G pixels corresponding to the
channel CH4 on the output side. Also from the vertical
zoom circuit 88b, the one HV zoom G pixel is outputted
based on the four H zoom G pixels that are subject to
the vertical zoom process.
[0069] Therefore, when the set zoom magnification is
0.75 time, in the vertical zoom circuit 88a, HV zoom G
pixels shown in Figure 10(C) are created based on hor-
izontal zoom G pixels shown in Figure 10(B). Moreover,
in the vertical zoom circuit 88b, based on horizontal zoom
G pixels shown in Figure 10(B), HV zoom G pixels shown
in Figure 10(D) are created. The zoom image data having
the G color information is formed by the HV zoom pixels
thus created.
[0070] With reference to Figure 11(A) to Figure 11(D)
and Figure 12(A) to Figure 12(D), the R pixel is detected
from the channels CH2 and CH4 in the horizontal line at
an even number, and the B pixel is detected from the
channels CH1 and CH3 in the horizontal line at an odd
number. The selector 92 applies the two R pixels detect-
ed from the horizontal line at an even number, to one
input terminal of a selector 94 and an SRAM 96, and
applies the two B pixels detected from the horizontal line
at an odd number, to the other input terminal of the se-
lector 94 and an SRAM 98.
[0071] The selector 94 selects the one input terminal
when the two R pixels are outputted from the selector
92, and selects the other input terminal when the two B
pixels are outputted from the selector 92. A selector 100
reads out the R pixel from the SRAM 96 corresponding

to the color interpolating process of the R pixel, and reads
out the B pixel from the SRAM 98 corresponding to the
color interpolating process of the B pixel.
[0072] A color separating circuit 102 performs a linear
color interpolating process on the two R pixels inputted
from the selector 94 and the one R pixel inputted from
the selector 100 or the three R pixels inputted from the
selector 100 so as to create an interpolated R pixel. The
color separating circuit 102 also performs a linear color-
interpolating process on the two B pixels inputted from
the selector 94 and the one B pixel inputted from the
selector 100 or the three B pixels inputted from the se-
lector 100 so as to create an interpolated B pixel.
[0073] Herein, the color interpolating process for cre-
ating the interpolated R pixel and the color interpolating
process for creating the interpolated B pixel are alter-
nately executed in a horizontal direction. In this embod-
iment, the interpolated R pixel is created corresponding
to pixel patterns shown in Figure 11(A), Figure 11(C),
Figure 12(A), and Figure 12(C). On the other hand, the
interpolated B pixel is created corresponding to pixel pat-
terns shown in Figure 11(B), Figure 11(D), Figure 12(B),
and Figure 12(D).
[0074] To be described specifically, with respect to a
pixel pattern shown in Figure 11(A), out of four R pixels
shown in Figure 11(E), the three R pixels surrounded by
a bold line are subject to the color interpolating process,
and at a position shown in Figure 11(I), the interpolated
R pixel is created. With respect to a pixel pattern shown
in Figure 11(B), out of four B pixels shown in Figure 11
(F), the three B pixels surrounded by a bold line are sub-
ject to the color interpolating process, and at a position
shown in Figure 11(J), the interpolated B pixel is created.
[0075] Moreover, with respect to a pixel pattern shown
in Figure 11(C), out of four R pixels shown in Figure 11
(G), the three R pixels surrounded by a bold line are sub-
ject to the color interpolating process, and at a position
shown in Figure 11(K), the interpolated R pixel is created.
With respect to a pixel pattern shown in Figure 11(D),
out of four B pixels shown in Figure 11(H), the three B
pixels surrounded by a bold line are subject to the color
interpolating process, and at a position shown in Figure
11(L), the interpolated B pixel is created
[0076] Furthermore, with respect to a pixel pattern
shown in Figure 12(A), out of four R pixels shown in Fig-
ure 12(E), the three R pixels surrounded by a bold line
are subject to the color interpolating process, and at a
position shown in Figure 12(I), the interpolated R pixel is
created. With respect to a pixel pattern shown in Figure
12(B), out of four B pixels shown in Figure 12(F), the
three B pixels surrounded by a bold line are subject to
the color interpolating process, and at a position shown
in Figure 12(J), the interpolated B pixel is created.
[0077] With respect to a pixel pattern shown in Figure
12(C), out of four R pixels shown in Figure 12(G), the
three R pixels surrounded by a bold line are subject to
the color interpolating process, and at a position shown
in Figure 12(K), the interpolated R pixel is created. With
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respect to a pixel pattern shown in Figure 12(D), out of
four B pixels shown in Figure 12(H), the three B pixels
surrounded by a bold line are subject to the color inter-
polating process, and at a position shown in Figure 12
(L), the interpolated B pixel is created.
[0078] The interpolated image data having the R color
information is formed by the interpolated R pixel thus
created. Likewise, the interpolated image data having
the B color information is formed by the interpolated B
pixel thus created
[0079] The interpolated R pixel and the interpolated B
pixel corresponding to the horizontal line at an odd
number are applied to a horizontal zoom & horizontal
thinning-out circuit 104a configuring a zoom system VS1
(see Figure 13(A)). On the other hand, the interpolated
R pixel and the interpolated B pixel corresponding to the
horizontal line at an even number are applied to a hori-
zontal zoom & horizontal thinning-out circuit 104b (see
Figure 13(B)).
[0080] The horizontal zoom & thinning-out circuit 104a
performs a horizontal zoom process that is with reference
to the RAW zoom magnification set by the CPU 36 and
a 1/2 thinning-out process, on an interpolated R pixel and
an interpolated B pixel shown in Figure 13(A). Also the
horizontal zoom & thinning-out circuit 104b performs a
similar horizontal zoom process and 1/2 thinning-out
process, on an interpolated R pixel and an interpolated
B pixel shown in Figure 13(B). Hereinafter, the R pixel
and the B pixel on which the horizontal zoom process
and the 1/2 thinning-out process are performed are de-
fined as an "H zoom R pixel" and an "H zoom B pixel",
respectively.
[0081] Therefore, when the set zoom magnification is
0.75 time, an H zoom R pixel and an H zoom B pixel
shown in Figure 13(C) are outputted from the horizontal
zoom & thinning-cut circuit 104a, and an H zoom R pixel
and an H zoom B pixel shown in Figure 13(D) are out-
putted from the horizontal zoom & thinning-out circuit
104b.
[0082] Herein, each of the horizontal zoom & thinning-
out circuits 104a and 104b executes the horizontal zoom
process and the 1/2 thinning-out process in four parallels
corresponding to the channels CH1 to CH4, and simul-
taneously outputs the four H zoom R pixels/H zoom B
pixels lined up in a horizontal direction.
[0083] The four H zoom R pixels/H zoom B pixels si-
multaneously outputted from the horizontal zoom & thin-
ning-out circuit 104a are applied to one input terminal of
the selector 106. Also, the four H zoom R pixels/H zoom
B pixels simultaneously outputted from the horizontal
zoom & thinning-out circuit 104b are applied to the other
input terminal of the selector 106. The selector 106 writes
the H zoom B pixels corresponding to the channels CH1
and CH3, into an SRAM 108a, and writes the H zoom R
pixels corresponding to the channels CH2 and CH4, into
an SRAM 108b.
[0084] When vertical zoom circuits 114a and 114b no-
tice the horizontal line at an even number, a selector 110

reads out the two H zoom R pixels corresponding to the
channel CH2 on the output side and the two H zoom R
pixels corresponding to the channel CH4 on the output
side, from the SRAM 108a Out of these, the two H zoom
R pixels corresponding to the channel CH2 undergo the
dividers 112c to 112d to be inputted into the vertical zoom
circuit 114a, and the two H zoom R pixels corresponding
to the channel CH4 undergo the dividers 112c to 112d
to be inputted into the vertical zoom circuit 114b.
[0085] Moreover, when the vertical zoom circuits 114a
and 114b notice the horizontal line at an odd number,
the selector 110 reads out the two H zoom B pixels cor-
responding to the channel CH1, and reads out the two
H zoom B pixels corresponding to the channel CH3, from
the SRAM 108a The two H zoom B pixels corresponding
to the channel CH1 undergo the dividers 112c to 112d
to be inputted into the vertical zoom circuit 114a, and the
two H zoom B pixels corresponding to the channel CH3
undergo the dividers 112c to 112d to be inputted into the
vertical zoom circuit 114b.
[0086] The four H zoom R pixels/H zoom B pixels si-
multaneously outputted from the horizontal zoom & thin-
ning-out circuit 104a are also applied to the divider 112a.
Likewise, the four H zoom R pixels/H zoom B pixels si-
multaneously outputted from the horizontal zoom & thin-
ning-out circuit 104b are applied also to the divider 112b.
[0087] When the vertical zoom circuits 114a and 114b
notice the horizontal line at an even number, each of the
dividers 112a and 112b inputs the one H zoom R pixel
corresponding to the channel CH2, into the vertical zoom
circuit 114a, and inputs the one H zoom R pixel corre-
sponding to the channel CH4, into the vertical zoom cir-
cuit 114b. When the vertical zoom circuits 114a and 114b
notice the horizontal line at an odd number, each of the
dividers 112a and 112b inputs the one H zoom B pixel
corresponding to the channel CH1, into the vertical zoom
circuit 114a, and inputs the one H zoom B pixel corre-
sponding to the channel CH3, into the vertical zoom cir-
cuit 114b.
[0088] When the line to be noticed is the horizontal line
at an even number, the vertical zoom circuit 114a per-
forms a vertical zoom process (linear interpolating proc-
ess in a vertical direction) that is with reference to the
RAW zoom magnification set by the CPU 36, on the four
H zoom R pixels corresponding to the channel CH2.
When the line to be noticed is the horizontal line at an
odd number, the vertical zoom circuit 114a further per-
forms a similar vertical zoom process, on the four H zoom
B pixels corresponding to the channel CH1. From the
vertical zoom circuit 114a, the one HV zoom R pixel
based on the four H zoom R pixels that are subject to the
vertical zoom process, or the one HV zoom B pixel based
on the four H zoom B pixels that are subj ect to the vertical
zoom process is outputted.
[0089] When the line to be noticed is the horizontal line
at an even number, also the vertical zoom circuit 114b
performs the vertical zoom process that is with reference
to the RAW zoom magnification set by the CPU 36, on
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the four H zoom R pixels corresponding to the channel
CH4. When the line to be noticed is the horizontal line at
an odd number, the vertical zoom circuit 114b further
performs a similar vertical zoom process, on the four H
zoom B pixels corresponding to the channel CH3. Also
from the vertical zoom circuit 114b, the one HV zoom R
pixel based on the four H zoom R pixels that are subject
to the vertical zoom process, or the one HV zoom B pixel
based on the four H zoom B pixels that are subject to the
vertical zoom process is outputted.
[0090] Therefore, when the set zoom magnification is
0.75 time, in the vertical zoom circuit 114a, based on the
H zoom R pixel and the V zoom B pixel shown in Figure
13(C) and Figure 13(D), an HV zoom R pixel and an HV
zoom B pixel shown in Figure 14(A) are created. Further-
more, in the vertical zoom circuit 114b, based on the H
zoom R pixel and the V zoom B pixel shown in Figure 13
(C) and Figure 13(D), an HV zoom R pixel and an HV
zoom B pixel shown in Figure 14(B) are created. The
zoom image data having the R color information is formed
by the HV zoom R pixel thus created. Likewise, the zoom
image data having the B color information is formed by
the HV zoom B pixel thus created.
[0091] From the vertical zoom circuits 88a and 88b to
the selector 90, the HV zoom G pixel shown in Figure 15
(A) is applied. Also, from the vertical zoom circuits 116a
and 116b to the selector 90, an HV zoom R pixel and an
HV zoom B pixel shown in Figure 15(B) are applied. The
selector 90 sorts out the applied HV zoom G pixel, HV
zoom R pixel, and HV zoom B pixel, depending on each
channel. As a result, the RAW data having a pixel pattern
shown in Figure 15(C), i.e., the zoom image data, is ob-
tained.
[0092] As is seen from the above description, the di-
viders 70a to 70d fetch the original image in which a plu-
rality of original pixels, each of which has any one of R,
G, and B, are arrayed in a Bayer manner (predetermined
manner). The color separating systems CS1 and CS2
performs a color interpolating process on the fetched raw
image so as to create the interpolated image formed by
the plurality of interpolated pixels, each of which has the
two colors. The zoom systems VS1 and VS2 performs a
zoom process on the interpolated image created by the
color separating systems CS 1 and CS2 so as to create
a zoom image in which a plurality of zoom pixels are
arrayed in a Bayer manner, each of which has any one
of R, G, and B.
[0093] Because the interpolated image is created by
the color interpolating process for the original image, the
interpolated image has more color information than the
original image does. The zoom image is created by the
zoom process for such an interpolated image. Thereby,
the quality of the zoom image is improved
[0094] Moreover, the zoom image has the same color
array as that of the original image, and each pixel forming
the interpolated image has one portion of the colors. The
interpolated image is created by the color interpolating
process for the original image, and the zoom image is

created by the zoom process for the interpolated image.
Thereby, it becomes possible to inhibit a circuit scale.
[0095] It is noted that in this embodiment, an image in
which a plurality of pixels, each of which has R, G, or B,
are arrayed in a Bayer manner is assumed as the original
image. However, it may be optionally possible to adopt
four colors obtained by adding E (emerald) to R, G, and
B (or three or more colors different from these) as the
color of each pixel, and also possible to adopt an array
different from the Bayer manner as the color array.
[0096] Moreover, in this embodiment, by the color in-
terpolating process of the color separating systems CS
1 and CS2, the two colors (i.e., two colors of G and R or
the two colors of G and B) are allocated to each pixel
forming the interpolated image data. However, the
number of colors allocated to each pixel by the color in-
terpolating process may be appropriately changed in a
range which is two or more and falls below the number
of colors adopted by the original image. Likewise, the
types of colors allocated to each pixel by the color inter-
polating process may also be appropriately changed ac-
cording to the types of colors adopted by the original im-
age.
[0097] Furthermore, in this embodiment, the four out-
put channels are arranged in the image sensor, and the
four pixels lined up in a horizontal direction are simulta-
neously outputted However, the number of horizontal pix-
els to be simultaneously outputted may be optionally dif-
ferent from "4" as long as the number is equal to or more
than "2".
[0098] Moreover, in this embodiment, the interpolated
R pixel and the interpolated B pixel corresponding to the
horizontal line at an odd number are applied to the hor-
izontal zoom & horizontal thinning-out circuit 104a, and
at the same time, the interpolated R pixel and the inter-
polated B pixel corresponding to the horizontal line at an
even number are applied to the horizontal zoom & hori-
zontal thinning-out circuit 104b. However, instead there-
of, the interpolated R pixel may be optionally applied to
the horizontal zoom & horizontal thinning-out circuit
104a, and at the same time, the interpolated B pixel may
be optionally applied to the horizontal zoom & horizontal
thinning-out circuit 104b. However, in this case, the con-
figuration of the horizontal zoom & horizontal thinning-
out circuits 104a and 104b at a later stage needs to be
changed as well.
[0099] Although the present invention has been de-
scribed and illustrated in detail, it is clearly understood
that the same is by way of illustration and example only
and is not to be taken by way of limitation, the spirit and
scope of the present invention being limited only by the
terms of the appended claims.

Claims

1. An image processing apparatus, comprising:
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a fetcher which fetches an original image in
which a plurality of original pixels, each of which
has any one of M (M: an integer of 3 or more)
colors, are arrayed in a predetermined manner,
an interpolated image creator which performs a
color interpolating process on the original image
fetched by said fetcher so as to create an inter-
polated image formed by a plurality of interpo-
lated pixels, each of which has N (N: an integer
of 2 or more and less than the M) colors; and
a zoom image creator which performs a zoom
process on the interpolated image created by
said interpolated image creator so as to create
a zoom image in which a plurality of zoom pixels,
each of which has any one of the M colors, are
arrayed in the predetermined manner.

2. An image processing apparatus according to claim
1, wherein an array of the predetermined manner
includes a first partial array to which a first original
pixel column intermittently having original pixels of
a first color and a second pixel column intermittently
having original pixels of a second color are allocated
in a predetermined order, and said interpolated pixel
creator includes a first interpolated-image creator
which creates a first interpolated image to which a
first interpolated-pixel column continuously having
interpolated pixels of the first color and a second
interpolated-pixel column continuously having inter-
polated pixels of the second color are allocated in
the predetermined order, based on the original pixels
of the first color and the original pixels of the second
color.

3. An image processing apparatus according to claim
2, wherein said zoom image creator includes a first
zoom-image creator which creates a first zoom im-
age having the first partial array based on the first
interpolated image created by said first interpolated-
image creator.

4. An image processing apparatus according to claim
2, wherein the array of the predetermined manner
includes a second partial array intermittently having
original pixels of a third color in a column direction
and a row direction, and said interpolated image cre-
ator further includes a second interpolated-image
creator which creates a second interpolated image
to which the interpolated pixels of the third color are
continuously allocated in the column direction and
the row direction, based on the original pixels of the
third color.

5. An image processing apparatus according to claim
4, wherein said zoom image creator includes a sec-
ond zoom-image creator which creates a second
zoom image having the second partial array based
on the second interpolated image created by said

second interpolated-image creator.

6. An image processing apparatus according to claim
2, wherein each of the first original pixel column and
the second original pixel column is equivalent to a
column extending in a vertical direction, said fetcher
simultaneously fetches P (P: an integer of 2 or more)
original pixels continued in a horizontal direction, and
said zoom image creator includes a horizontal zoom
processor which performs a horizontal zoom proc-
ess in a parallel manner, on the P interpolated pixels
continued in the horizontal direction.

7. An image processing apparatus according to claim
1, further comprising an imager which has an imag-
ing surface capturing an object scene and which re-
peatedly outputs the original image.

8. An image processing apparatus according to claim
1, wherein the M colors are equivalent to three pri-
mary colors, and the array of the predetermined
manner is equivalent to a Bayer array.

9. An image processing apparatus according to claim
1, further comprising a convertor which converts the
zoom image created by said zoom image creator,
into an image in which each pixel has all the M colors.
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